PRINTABLE PARTY KIT

EASY TO PERSONALIZE
• Doghouse Invitation

PARTY ANIMAL DECOR
• DIY Doghouse Paper Wrap  • Cabinet Window Silhouettes  • Spiderweb Window Hanging
• Puppy and Kitten Posters  • Miniature Witches Hats  • Puppy and Kitten Collar Tags
• Dog Bone Garland  • Dog Bone and Paw Print Circles Garland  • Kitten Silhouette Cutouts

DRESSED-UP DINING
• Food Decorations  • Lollipop Flags  • Food Container Decals
• Kitty and Puppy Chow Labels  • Straw Embellishments

GAMES
• Pin the Yarn Ball on the Kitten Game  • Yarn Ball Toss Targets  • Yarn Ball Toss Sign

COLORING ACTIVITY
• Coloring and Puzzle Book

TAKE-HOME FAVORS
• Goody Bag Toppers

CLEVER COSTUMES
• Puppy and Kitty Ears
join us for a puppies and kittens HALLOWEEN party!
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color your own KITTEN
draw your own DOG HOUSE
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